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An historic Free Trade Agreement with the EU  
On Christmas Eve (24 December) the UK signed an historic agreement with the EU, defining 
future trading relations with our biggest trading partner.  
 
The trade deal – now approved by the UK parliament and coming into force at 11pm today 
(Thurs 31 December) – is the EU’s first-ever agreement based on zero tariffs and zero quotas. 
 
To read the full text of the deal, please visit UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement. The 
government has published a summary which you can find here also.  

 
 
UK Trader Scheme: helping you manage potential tariffs 
We told you in last week’s TSS Bulletin about the launch of a government scheme for traders 
to manage ‘at risk’ and ‘not at risk’ processes. 
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The UK-EU Free Trade Agreement and GB:NI Trade from 1 January 2021 

Although the FTA removes the general need for tariffs and duties, the Northern Ireland 
Protocol* and its requirements for new customs procedures for GB:NI trade will be 
implemented from 11pm on 31 December.  
 
The Trader Support Service is here to ensure you adapt to these new processes, submit 
customs declarations and continue to move goods smoothly between GB and NI.  
 
One element of the NIP involves goods ‘at risk’ of moving on from NI to Ireland or the 
wider EU. While the UK-EU trade agreement removes the threat of tariffs on goods moving 
between GB and NI, there remains some instances where duty may be payable.  
 
With this in mind, you are encouraged to sign up to the UK Trader Scheme set up to help 
manage the ‘at risk’ process. See below for how to register. 
 
*The mechanism agreed between the UK and EU to avoid a hard land border on the island of Ireland 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/948119/EU-UK_Trade_and_Cooperation_Agreement_24.12.2020.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/948093/TCA_SUMMARY_PDF.pdf
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The UK Trader Scheme allows authorised businesses to undertake that the goods they are 
moving into NI are ‘not at risk’ of onward movement to the EU (ie Ireland). This means that 
authorised businesses will be able to move their goods with no tariff liabilities when moving 
them from GB.  
 
The UK-EU Free Trade Agreement delivers zero tariffs on imports and exports – but does not 
completely remove the potential impact of goods deemed ‘at risk’.  
 
One element of the NIP involves goods ‘at risk’ of moving on from NI to Ireland (ie the EU). 
While the UK-EU trade agreement removes tariffs on goods moving between GB and NI, 
there remains some instances where duty may be due 
 
In all of these cases, traders will not be subject to any of these tariffs – if they have 
successfully applied to become part of the UK Trader Scheme.  
 
Businesses moving goods from GB to NI are being urged to apply: you’ll find a very quick 
guide here on how to do so.  
 
You must apply for the UKTS by today (31 December) if you need to declare your goods ‘not 
at risk’ from 1 January 2021. If you apply before the end of February 2021 you may receive a 
provisional authorisation for up to four months. 
 
 
UK Trader Scheme: grace period for businesses without an NI address 
There are key criteria for membership of the UK Trader Scheme, including having a business 
address in Northern Ireland. 
 
HMRC has announced a grace period for those businesses supplying goods to a business in 
Northern Ireland but that do not have a fixed NI address. 
 
For a short period of time, to enable a business to restructure or amend their contractual 
terms, you can be provisionally authorised to declare goods not ‘at risk’ without having your 
own fixed address in NI – if all of the following applies: 
 
o you do not have a fixed address in NI 
o you supply goods to a business in NI which has a fixed place of business from where 

those goods are provided for, or sold to end consumers, and that business is either: 

➢ provisionally authorised under the UK Trader Scheme 
➢ could be provisionally authorised, were they the importer of those goods 

To be provisionally authorised to declare goods not ‘at risk’, you must: 
 
o meet all of the other UK Trader Scheme criteria 
o be able to declare not ‘at risk’ for end-use or sale to end consumers in the UK 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-authorisation-for-the-uk-trader-scheme-if-you-bring-goods-into-northern-ireland-from-1-january-2021
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-if-you-can-declare-goods-you-bring-into-northern-ireland-not-at-risk-of-moving-to-the-eu-from-1-january-2021#apply
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-if-you-can-declare-goods-you-bring-into-northern-ireland-not-at-risk-of-moving-to-the-eu-from-1-january-2021#apply
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-authorisation-for-the-uk-trader-scheme-if-you-bring-goods-into-northern-ireland-from-1-january-2021
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Read more about requirements for joining the UK Trader Scheme here. 
 
Update on Transit 
TSS will be ready to support Transit movements from GB to NI via the Holyhead-to-Dublin 
route on, or shortly after, 1 January 2021. 
 
We have prepared a How-to Guide on these Transit movements for you to read. 
 
Hauliers that don’t have Transit guarantees can rely on the TSS Transit guarantee, as well as 
the TSS authorised consignor/consignee locations. We will be able to close the Transit 
remotely on your behalf if there is no authorised consignee location. 
 
Hauliers will be able to unload their trucks at points of unloading after waiting a short period 
(typically 10-30 minutes) if Border Force does not request an inspection. 
 
 
Sign up for the Goods Vehicle Movement Service 
The Goods Vehicle Movement Service (GVMS) is the government’s new system for 
coordinating the movement of vehicles, supporting the pre-lodgement model for imports 
and exports and to facilitate Transit movements.  
 
GVMS allows declaration references to be linked together so that hauliers moving the goods 
have to present only a single reference (a Goods Movement Reference or GMR) at the port 
to prove their goods have all the necessary declarations pre-lodged. 
 
If you're a haulier moving goods from GB to NI, you'll need to register for the service. 
Without GVMS registration, your transport will not receive a GMR and hence will not be 
allowed to board the vessel.  
 
To register, you will need to get an EORI starting with the GB prefix as well as a Government 
Gateway user ID and password. If you do not have a user ID, you can create one for your 
business when you register. 
 
Please note that you need to register for GVMS separately from your registration for the 
Trader Support Service.  
 
Want to know more? You can view some useful explanatory slides on GVMS from a recent 
HMRC webinar for hauliers here. 
 
 
When to use CHIEF for declaring NI goods movements 
From Friday 1 January 2021, for a limited period of time, the CHIEF (Customs Handling of 
Import and Export Freight) system can still be used for declaring goods that enter and leave 
Northern Ireland from outside the UK and EU. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-authorisation-for-the-uk-trader-scheme-if-you-bring-goods-into-northern-ireland-from-1-january-2021
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/how-to-guides/options-for-moving-goods-from-gb-to-ni-via-ireland/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/register-for-the-goods-vehicle-movement-service
https://www.gov.uk/eori
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/webinars/
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This ability to use CHIEF for such declarations is being reviewed by HMRC and in due course, 
all declarations into and out of NI will be made on the Customs Declaration Service (CDS). 
 
Note that you will not be able to use CHIEF for declaring movements of goods between GB 
and NI (other than trans-shipment) – this must be done on CDS. 
 
Read the government’s updated guidance on using CHIEF for NI goods movements here. 
 
 
Which special customs procedures will you take advantage of? 
To promote the movement of goods for economic benefit, many countries allow special 
procedures such as Transit and customs warehousing, where goods are taken out of free 
circulation and moved or stored with payment of duty suspended.  
 
If you’re using a special procedure for goods in NI and want to move them to a special 
procedure in GB, you should use an export declaration in NI to discharge the procedure in 
Northern Ireland. 
 
You need to make an import declaration in GB to declare your goods into the special 
procedure. 
 
Find out more from the government’s newly-updated guidance on special procedures and 
GB:NI trade here. 
 
 
Check out NICTA’s quick-read Checklists on core trade topics  

In the new rulebook for GB:NI trade, there is a lot of new detail to absorb. TSS has boiled 
down the important processes into a series of quick-read checklists here, for you to 
download and consult as you continue to move goods between GB and NI from 1 January. 
 
The series breaks down advice for the key players in supply chain process: traders, hauliers 
and freight forwarders, with more TSS Checklists soon to be added.  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/using-chief-for-declaring-goods-into-or-out-of-northern-ireland-from-1-january-2021
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-goods-from-a-special-procedure-in-one-part-of-the-uk-to-a-special-procedure-in-another-part-of-the-uk
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/moving-goods-from-a-special-procedure-in-one-part-of-the-uk-to-a-special-procedure-in-another-part-of-the-uk
https://www.nicustomstradeacademy.co.uk/resources/checklists/

